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Abstract: Business Process as a Service (BPaaS) is an emerging type of cloud service that offers configurable 

and executable business processes to clients over the Internet. Intrusion detection refers to the act of detecting a 

network system for malicious or harmful activity. It is an application that tries to identify and raise an 

alarm/inform if any suspicious activity is tracked and observed. However, we have proposed a security system, 

named Hybrid Intrusion Detection based on Data Mining. We are going to use data mining techniques to 

identify internal intruders and take action accordingly. Security has been one of the serious problems in the 

computer domain since attackers very usually try to penetrate computer systems and behave maliciously to 

authenticate users. To solve this issue we propose a security system, which detects malicious behaviors 

launched toward a system.There so many ways to protect the networks and data from attackers for example 

firewall but it is observed that firewalls commonly try to protect computer system against outsider attacks. So in 

this project we are going to use different data mining to detect and protect internal computer system from 
intrusion using Internal Intrusion Detection and protection systems using Forensic Techniques and Data Mining 

to find out insider attacks at System call  level. Intrusion means some outsider who is not part of the 

organization and who is trying to intrude i.e. trying to access something into our system by wrong intention. So 

intrusion detection basically points to an act of detecting network system for harmful or malicious activity. It is 

a web based application which identifies and raises the notification if any harmful activity is observed. Here we 

are proposing a system with intention to identify internal intrusion in system or network. We are using data 

mining techniques to catch internal intruders and take action accordingly. 

Keywords  - Data mining, network, Network attacks, malicious, insider attacks.  
 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GENERAL:  

Our proposed system aims at providing a highly efficient and robust intrusion detection system.The 

self-analysis method continuously monitors and provides details of user activities for detecting unauthorized 

entities.As internal system calls (SC) are used to detect intrusion attacks, this can be implemented using data 

mining and forensic  techniques.It would help to identify and provide detailed information about a user and its 

SC patterns.Normal Activities of the user will be Ignored.But if restricted Activity is found then it needs to be 
alarmed/informed and reported to the right authorities. 

 

1.2 BACKGROUND: 

Several information security techniques are available today to protect information systems against 

unauthorized use, duplication, alteration, destruction and virus attacks The main purpose of a firewall is to 

prevent unauthorised access between networks. That means protecting a sites inner network from internet.But 

disadvantage of firewall is that a firewall looks outwardly for intrusion in order to stop them from happening. 

Firewall limits access between networks to prevent intrusion and do not signal an attack from inside network. 

CCTV Camera – Using CCTV Camera we Can keep watch on people but we can not monitor the System 

Activities in Details.so the Detection accuracy is less,Difficult to detect the malicious behaviors of users,Tools 

used to detect malicious user which is not efficient technique. 
         

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF STUDY: 

1. One time password (OTP) based authentication system. 

2. Capturing the suspicions attacks. 
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3. Capturing the screen when suspicions attacks detected 

4. Taking photo of misbehavior of normal user. 

5.Get IP Address of the System. 
6.send that information to victim. 

 

1.4 SCOPE OF WORK: 

The main aim is to Catch unauthorized activity in workspace in very less time. we can also capture the 

Photo of unauthorized person.If user doing illegal activity then with the help of self monitoring system we can 

get IP address of affected System.Also setting screenshot of unofficial activity is possible and send all this data 

to Admin. 

                   

1.5 NEED OF STUDY: 

Now a day’s illegal activities are happens all over places such as indrustries,Schools and 

Colleges,Private offices.So there are chances of information leakage.And it is harmful to that particular place. 
That’s why we are unable to maintain security and now a day’s providing security is most important issue. for 

improving methods of industrial security in public and private places we are going to proposed self monitoring 

system. 

We are proposing an application that replaces the current manual processes for finding illegal activities 

through self monitoring system . 

We are designing the java application namely self monitoring system which will be beneficial for people 

to help for achieving illegal activities. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
1. DIFF SIG: RESOURCE DIFFERENTIATION BASED MALWARE BEHAVIORAL CONCISE SIGNATURE GENERATION 

This paper describes  an anti-obfuscation and scalable behavioral signature generation system, DiffSig, which 

voids information-flow tracking which is the chief culprit for the complex and inefficiency of graph behavior 
 

2. AUTOMATED DISCOVERY OF INTERNAL ATTACKS 

This paper describes , Generally, among all well known attacks such as pharming attack, distributed denial of 

service (DDoS), eavesdropping attack, and spear phishing attack insider attack is one of the most difficult ones 

to be detected because firewalls and intrusion  

detection systems (IDSs) usually defend against outside attacks.  

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 
Fig. System Architecture 
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● Admin Module: 
Admin will be holding rights to register the user and restrict the activities of user. 

 

● User Module: 

User will be able to login in system and getting the valid credential from admin after getting registered. 

                

● System Module: 
System keeps the track of restricted activities and triggers the alert if any activities are caught of users. 

 

● System after malicious attack. 

It will capture the screenshot of screen, capture the picture of user, and will capture the IP address of system 

from where the attack took place. 

 

● Sending mail and required details Module: 
As soon as the malicious attack takes place .i.e. user tries to access the restricted activities. System generates the 

alert and sends the details of attack. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The increase in cloud computing adaptations in recent years has produced the concept of Business 

Process as a Service (BPaaS). We are going to develop a system that prevents and alerts intrusion attacks and 

our system. We have various modules that store and keep track of all the users in the system. All the users’ 

activities will be monitored and get recorded in a log file. If the system finds abnormal activities. i.e. the activity 
which matches with the activities restricted for the user, then the system will generate an alert message to the 

admin. The system has a self-monitoring function which means it continuously keeps on monitoring 
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